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BlackBerry Persona software requirements
Requirement Description

BlackBerry UEM BlackBerry Persona is supported in:

• BlackBerry UEM Cloud
• BlackBerry UEM version 12.13

You must purchase BlackBerry Persona licenses to enable the service for
users. Contact your BlackBerry representative or complete a contact form for
more information.

After BlackBerry applies the licenses, see Enable BlackBerry Persona in
your UEM domain.

For more information about configuring and managing UEM, see the
BlackBerry UEM documentation.

BlackBerry Persona
entitlement

After BlackBerry Persona licenses are added for your organization, you will
receive a BlackBerry Persona entitlement. The entitlement information that
you will see in the management console is:

• App name: BlackBerry Persona entitlement
• BlackBerry Dynamics entitlement ID:

com.blackberry.entitlement.geoanalytics

You must assign this entitlement to BlackBerry Dynamics app users so that
Persona can receive and process behavioral and location data from the
apps. You can assign the entitlement to all users, specific user groups, or
specific user accounts based on your organization's needs. After assigning
the entitlement, it may take up to 24 hours for the accounts and data to be
ready.

Enforcing BlackBerry 2FA
authentication

If you want to use BlackBerry Enterprise Identity authentication profiles to
enforce BlackBerry 2FA authentication, you must enable BlackBerry 2FA for
users' devices. For more information, see Steps to manage BlackBerry 2FA in
BlackBerry UEM in the BlackBerry 2FA Administration content.
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Requirement Description

BlackBerry Dynamics apps
with the BlackBerry Analytics
SDK

Use the following versions of BlackBerry Dynamics apps to ensure that the
apps have the required versions of the BlackBerry Dynamics SDK and the
BlackBerry Analytics SDK:

• BlackBerry Work version 3.1 or later
• BlackBerry Tasks version 3.1 or later
• BlackBerry Notes version 3.1 or later
• BlackBerry Connect version 3.1 or later
• BlackBerry Access version 3.0 or later
• BlackBerry UEM Client for iOS (latest)
• BlackBerry UEM Client for Android (latest)

For more information about adding and distributing BlackBerry Dynamics apps
in a UEM domain, see Managing BlackBerry Dynamics apps.

Note:  Within the settings of each BlackBerry Dynamics app, users can enable
or disable Persona (by default, it is enabled). If it is disabled, Protect cannot
collect data and events from the app. Encourage users to enable this setting
to ensure that Persona can build and use an accurate risk model.

Device connections to the
Persona services

For optimal performance, BlackBerry recommends permitting a direct
connection between devices and the Persona services. In the BlackBerry
Dynamics connectivity profiles that are assigned to users, in the App server
section, add the BlackBerry Persona entitlement. Add the following app
servers:

• receiver.analytics.blackberry.com
• discovery.bis.blackberry.com
• scoring.bissanalytics.blackberry.com
• service.bis.blackberry.com

For each app server, specify port 443, primary priority, and a direct connection.

Alternatively, you can manage device connections to the services using other
configuration options available in the BlackBerry Dynamics connectivity
profile. For more information, see Create a BlackBerry Dynamics connectivity
profile in the UEM Administration content.
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Removal of compatibility mode
In the August 2020 update to BlackBerry Persona, all policies are now managed in the BlackBerry Persona
Analytics Portal and have been removed from UEM. If you implemented BlackBerry Intelligent Security in March
2020 or after, creating policies in the portal was the default mode. If you implemented BlackBerry Intelligent
Security before March 2020, and you were using the "Use policies created in UEM" mode, the policies are inactive
and you must re-create them in the portal.
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Using the BlackBerry Persona Analytics Portal
You configure and manage BlackBerry Persona using a browser-based console known as the BlackBerry Persona
Analytics Portal. Persona administrators can use one of the following methods to access the portal:

• Browse to https://personaanalytics.blackberry.com/<Organization_SRP_ID>
• In the UEM management console, on the menu bar, click BlackBerry Persona > Analytics.

You use the UEM management console to enable BlackBerry Persona and to assign Persona administrator roles
to users. You perform all other configuration and management tasks in the portal.

By default, privacy mode is enabled in the portal to mask exact information about user locations
from administrators. While enabled, the portal displays general location information for users and events instead
of precise information such as a street address. Similarly, map views are zoomed out to provide accurate but non-
intrusive location information. An administrator with the Persona Administrator role can disable (or re-enable)
privacy mode in Settings > General settings > Privacy mode (this action is written to the log file). Administrators
with the Persona Analytics Administrator role cannot change the privacy mode.
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Steps to configure and use BlackBerry Persona
The tasks in this section must be completed by a UEM administrator with the Security Administrator role.

Step Action

Enable BlackBerry Persona in your UEM domain.

Assign the BlackBerry Persona administrator role to an administrator.

Optional customization:

• Specify how long BlackBerry Persona retains data
• Customize the BlackBerry Persona risk engines

Create UEM user groups that you will associate with risk levels.

Optional: Define geozones to enforce security standards for specific locations.

Create a BlackBerry Persona policy.

Assign a BlackBerry Persona policy to users and groups.

Create a BlackBerry Enterprise Identity authentication policy to set the authentication
requirements for different risk levels. Assign the policy to users and groups.

Change the operating mode.

View user and event statistics.

Enable BlackBerry Persona in your UEM domain
Before you begin:

• Contact your BlackBerry representative to purchase BlackBerry Persona licenses. After BlackBerry adds the
licenses for your organization, complete the steps below.

• If you decide to use BlackBerry Persona in trial mode before you purchase licenses, follow the instructions
provided by BlackBerry to enable the feature in a new or existing UEM instance. If you set up a
new UEM instance, see the UEM documentation for installation and configuration instructions. After your trial
period ends, you can purchase and add BlackBerry Persona licenses to the UEM domain. 
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1. In the management console, on the menu bar, click Settings > Services.
2. Locate the BlackBerry Persona service in the table and click Enable.
3. When prompted, click Enable again.
4. On the menu bar, click Settings > External integration > Cloud directory service.
5. Click Enable.

After you finish:

• Log out of the management console and log in again with the same administration account.
• Assign the BlackBerry Persona administrator role to an administrator.

Assign the BlackBerry Persona administrator role to an administrator
You must assign a BlackBerry Persona administrator role to administrator users that will be responsible for
managing Persona. This task must be performed by a user with the Security Administrator role or a custom role
with equivalent permissions.

Before you begin: Enable BlackBerry Persona in your UEM domain.

1. In the UEM management console, on the menu bar, click BlackBerry Persona > Administrators.
2. Click  .
3. Search for and select the user account that you want to make a BlackBerry Persona administrator. The

account must already have a UEM administrator role (for example, Enterprise Administrator).
4. In the Role drop-down list, do one of the following:

• To give the user full management permissions for the BlackBerry Persona Analytics Portal and the ability to
assign Persona administrator roles to users, click BlackBerry Persona Administrator.

• To give the user read-only access to the BlackBerry Persona Analytics Portal, click BlackBerry Persona
Analytics Administrator.

5. Click Save.

After you finish:

• UEM sends an email notifying the user that they have been given administrator access. The email provides a
link to the portal.

• Optional: Specify how long BlackBerry Persona retains data.
• Optional: Customize the BlackBerry Persona risk engines.
• Create user groups to define security standards for different risk levels.

Specify how long BlackBerry Persona retains data
You can specify how long you want the BlackBerry Persona services to retain the data that is collected and used
for risk assessments. By default, Persona retains data for 30 days.

Before you begin: Assign the BlackBerry Persona administrator role to an administrator.

1. In the BlackBerry Persona Analytics Portal, click Settings > General settings.
2. In the Data retention section, in the User data retention (in days) field, specify a value between 1 and 30.
3. Click Save.
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Customize the BlackBerry Persona risk engines
You can choose which risk engines you want BlackBerry Persona to use. For example, you can choose to turn
off the identity risk engines (behavioral patterns and continuous authentication app anomaly) and have Persona
determine a user’s risk level and corresponding actions using defined geozones and learned geozones only.
Enable the risk engines that meet your organization’s security standards. All risk engines are enabled by default.

You can customize the risk score ranges for behavioral risk and learned geozone risk. The default risk ranges are:

Risk level Behavioral risk score (%) Learned geozone risk range (upper limit
of the distance from a learned geozone)

Low 0 - 40 150 yards

Medium 40 - 80 10 miles

High 80 - 100 > 10 miles

Before you begin:

• Assign the BlackBerry Persona administrator role to an administrator.
• Optional: Specify how long BlackBerry Persona retains data.

1. In the BlackBerry Persona Analytics Portal, on the menu bar, click Settings > Risk engines.
2. If desired, turn off any of the Persona risk engines.Turning off a risk engine will disable the corresponding

scoring and risk actions for all users, regardless of whether actions are configured for that risk engine in an
individual policy.
Continuous authentication app anomaly controls whether BlackBerry Dynamics apps send behavioral data and
events to the Persona services. The services use this information to train and build a usage model for the user.
If an app reports behavior that does not fit the usage model (for example, the user forwards multiple email
messages in a row, which is atypical for that user), Persona triggers an action that you specify in a policy.

3. If you want to change the behavioral risk score ranges, in the Behavioral pattern risk section, click and drag
the sliders.

4. If you want to change the learned geozone risk ranges, in the Learned geozone risk engine section, specify the
upper limit of the low-risk range and medium-risk range from learned locations.

5. Click Save.

After you finish: Create user groups to define security standards for different risk levels.

Create user groups to define security standards for different risk
levels
You must create and configure local UEM user groups that will determine security standards and device behaviors
for the different risk levels or for specific geozones that you define. When you create a BlackBerry Persona policy,
you will associate each group with one (or more) of the behavioral risk levels, learned geozone risk levels, or
defined geozones. Configure each group with the UEM policies, profiles, app assignments, and roles that reflect
the desired security standards for that level of risk or for that specific geozone. For example, you can create and
configure a group for users with a high behavioral risk level. This group may include policies and profiles that are
more restrictive and have greater security requirements than a group that is intended for low-risk users.
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Repeat the following task for each group that you want to associate with one or more risk levels or defined
geozones. Depending on how you want to configure your environment, you can create a different group for each
risk level, you can use the same group for multiple risk levels, or you can choose to not require any action for
certain risk levels or risk types (for example, you can choose to take action for geozone risk levels only and not
take any action for behavioral risk).

Before you begin:

• Optional: Customize the BlackBerry Persona risk engines.
• Create and configure all of the roles, policies, profiles, and app assignments that you want to assign to the

local user groups that you will create. For more information about the full range of management options
available in UEM, see the BlackBerry UEM Administration content.

1. In the UEM management console, on the menu bar, click Groups.
2. Click   .
3. Type a name and description for the group.
4. In the appropriate sections, click   to assign user roles, IT policies and profiles, and apps that meet the

security standards for the behavioral or geozone risk level that the group is intended for.

Note:  You must assign the BlackBerry Persona entitlement to each group. For more information,
see BlackBerry Persona software requirements.

5. Click Add.

After you finish:

• Optional: Define geozones.
• Create a BlackBerry Persona policy.
• Depending on how you choose to configure your UEM environment and manage the automatic assignment

of policies, profiles, roles, and apps using BlackBerry Persona, there may be conflicting assignments
that UEM must resolve. See Resolving conflicting assignments and precedence rules.

Create a BlackBerry Dynamics override profile
You can create a override profile and apply it in a Persona policy. When the device is at risk, the BlackBerry
Dynamics override profile is applied and supersedes the profile that is assigned in UEM.

1. In the UEM management console, on the menu bar, click Policies and Profiles.
2. Click Policy > BlackBerry Persona > BlackBerry Dynamics override.
3. Click .
4. Type a name and description for the profile.
5. Configure the appropriate values for the profile settings. For more information about each profile setting, see

BlackBerry Dynamics profile settings.
6. Click Save.

Define geozones
You can define geozones if you want to enforce specific security standards while users occupy those
locations. For example, you can define a geozone for a certain office location and associate it with a low risk
level. If a user is in that geozone, their risk level will be low regardless of how far it is from their learned geozones
(the overall assessment is also impacted by the user's current identity risk assessment). When you define a
geozone, you assign it a low, medium, or high risk level. When you configure a BlackBerry Persona policy, you can
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add a defined geozone that will take precedence over the regular geozone risk actions in the policy (see Create a
BlackBerry Persona policy).

You can choose whether you want Persona to use learned geozones when it determines a user's geozone risk
level. For example, you can disable learned geozones and configure the service to take action based on whether
the user is in one of several defined geozones. You can set a default action for users that are not in a defined
geozone.

Before you begin: Create user groups to define security standards for different risk levels.

1. In the BlackBerry Persona Analytics Portal, on the menu bar, click Settings > Geozones.
2. On the map pane, in the Add a geozone field, type a location (for example, a city). As you type, suggested

locations are displayed. Click a suggested location to narrow the map view to that location.
If a pin appears on the map, you can click it to see the options to draw a geozone.

3. Use your mouse or the zoom in and zoom out buttons in the lower-right corner to scope your map view to the
desired location.
To switch to the Google Street View, drag and drop the Pegman icon at the bottom-right corner of the map
pane to the desired location. If it's a valid location, blue lines will display on the streets while you drag the icon.

To exit the view, click the back arrow icon in the top-left corner of the map pane. Note that the Google Street
View is for information purposes only and cannot be used to define a geozone.

4. Do one of the following:

• Click  . Click a point on the map and drag to expand the circle until it covers the desired area. Click again.
Type a geozone name, select a risk level, and specify a radius in kilometers or miles.

• Click  . Click a point on the map and drag to draw a line, then click again to set a new point. Repeat until
you draw a polygon shape over the desired area. Close the shape by clicking the starting point again. Type
a geozone name and select a risk level. 

5. Click Add.

After you finish:

• To export a .csv file with the displayed geozones, click  .
• Create a BlackBerry Persona policy.

Create a BlackBerry Persona policy
You create a BlackBerry Persona policy to define which risk engines you want Persona to use to determine user
risk levels and the actions that the service should take for different types and levels of risk. How you configure the
policy determines how Persona enforces adaptive security standards that are appropriate for each user’s current
activity and context.

Persona offers several actions for the different types and levels of risk, from enforcing UEM group assignments
to temporarily blocking BlackBerry Dynamics apps. For more information about how Persona resolves conflicting
assignments, see Resolving conflicting assignments and precedence rules.

Before you begin:

• Create user groups to define security standards for different risk levels.
• Optional: Create a BlackBerry Dynamics override profile
• Optional: Define geozones.

1. In the BlackBerry Persona Analytics Portal, on the menu bar, click Policies.
2. Click .
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3. Type a name and description for the policy.
4. If you don't want Persona to take action for identity risk levels, turn off Behavioral pattern risk and App

anomaly risk and skip to step 7.
5. To configure an action for a behavioral pattern or app anomaly risk, click  next to the risk level and do any of

the following:

• Click Assign to UEM group. Select a group from the list.
• Click BlackBerry Dynamics apps action and do one of the following:

• Click Assign BlackBerry Dynamics override profile. Select a profile from the list.
• Click Block all BlackBerry Dynamics apps.
• Click Block the BlackBerry Dynamics app that initiated the request.

The Block all BlackBerry Dynamics apps and Block the BlackBerry Dynamics app that initiated the action are
available for the Critical and High risk levels only.

6. To allow users to reduce their behavioral risk level to low by completing a BlackBerry 2FA authentication
prompt, do the following:
a) In the Identity risk section, click Automatic risk reduction.
b) In the drop-down list, click the risk levels that will allow automatic risk reduction.
c) Click Apply.

Note:  If a user successfully authenticates to access a BlackBerry Dynamics app, the user cannot be prompted
for another authentication (for example, a continuous authentication prompt or automatic risk reduction
prompt) for a grace period of at least 5 minutes.

7. Choose one of the following methods to manage geozone risk levels and actions:

Method Steps

• Use learned geozones
• Do not use defined

geozones

a. Verify that Learned geozone risk is turned on.
b. Turn off Defined geozone risk.
c. To configure an action for a learned geozone risk level, click  next to a

risk level and do any of the following:

• Click Assign to UEM group. Select a group from the list.
• Click BlackBerry Dynamics apps actionand do one of the following:

• Click Assign BlackBerry Dynamics override profile. Select a
profile from the list.

• In the high risk level, click Block all BlackBerry Dynamics apps.
• In the high risk level, click Block the BlackBerry Dynamics app that

initiated the request.
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Method Steps

• Use learned geozones
• Use defined geozones
• Optional: Take special

actions for certain
defined geozones

a. Verify that Learned geozone risk and Defined geozone risk are turned
on.

b. To configure the default risk actions for both learned and defined
geozones, click  next to a risk level and do any of the following:

• Click Assign to UEM group. Select a group from the list.
• Click BlackBerry Dynamics apps actionand do one of the following:

• Click Assign BlackBerry Dynamics override profile. Select a
profile from the list.

• For defined geozones, click Block all BlackBerry Dynamics apps.
• For defined geozones, click Block the BlackBerry Dynamics app

that initiated the request.
c. If you want to take special actions for a certain defined geozone, click 

in the top-right corner of the table and click the geozone. Click  for the
defined geozone and select the desired actions.

• Do not use learned
geozones

• Use defined geozones
• Optional: Take special

actions for certain
defined geozones

• Optional: Take special
actions for users that are
not in defined geozones

a. Turn off Learned geozone risk.
b. Verify that Defined geozone risk is turned on.
c. To configure an action for all defined geozones set to a certain risk

level, click  next to the risk level and do any of the following:

• Click Assign to UEM group. Select a group from the list.
• Click BlackBerry Dynamics apps actionand do one of the following:

• Click Assign BlackBerry Dynamics override profile. Select a
profile from the list.

• Click Block all BlackBerry Dynamics apps.
• Click Block the BlackBerry Dynamics app that initiated the

request.
d. If you want to take special actions for a certain defined geozone, click 

in the top-right corner of the table and click the geozone. Click  for the
defined geozone and select the desired actions.

e. If you want to take special actions for users that are not in defined
geozones, in the top-right corner of the table, click  > Undefined
geozone. Click  for the undefined geozone and select the desired
actions.

Note:

• Do not use learned or
defined geozones

Turn off Defined geozone risk and Learned geozone risk.

8. Click Save.

After you finish:

• Rank BlackBerry Persona policies.
• Assign a BlackBerry Persona policy to users and groups.
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Rank BlackBerry Persona policies
When more than one BlackBerry Persona policy is assigned to a user account or group (through direct
assignment or inheritance), the policy ranking determines which policy is assigned. Set the ranking to ensure that
the correct policy is applied when a conflict occurs.

For more information about how BlackBerry Persona resolves conflicting assignments, see Resolving conflicting
assignments and precedence rules.

1. In the BlackBerry Persona Analytics Portal, on the menu bar, click Policies.
2. Click  .
3. Click the arrows next to the policies to set the ranking.
4. Click Save.

After you finish: Assign a BlackBerry Persona policy to users and groups.

Resolving conflicting assignments and precedence rules
A BlackBerry Persona policy can execute only the actions that are configured for the different types and levels
of risk. UEM administrators can create and assign groups, policies, profiles, and apps using the standard
management console features. These assignments are not impacted by the BlackBerry Persona policy, but the
group assignments carried out by the policy may result in conflicting assignments that UEM must resolve. For
more information, see How BlackBerry UEM chooses which profiles to assign in the UEM Administration content.

To ensure that conflicts are resolved properly, verify that the appropriate ranking is set for each resource in
the UEM management console. For more information about how to set rankings, see the BlackBerry UEM
Administration content.

Persona uses the following precedence rules to determine which risk actions to execute when both identity risk
and geozone risk actions are enabled. The rules are executed in the order listed, and processing stops as soon as
a rule is satisfied.

In the scenarios below where both identity risk actions and geozone risk actions are executed, all risk actions are
aggregated into a pool of actions. If this results in more than one risk action of the same type (for example, more
than one group assignment), only one action of that type is executed, with priority given to the identity risk action
(unless otherwise noted). For example, in a scenario where identity risk is high and geozone risk is high, and both
risk actions are group assignments, only the group assignment for identity risk is executed. In the same scenario,
if the identity risk action is a group assignment and the geozone risk action is “Block all BlackBerry Dynamics
apps”, both actions are executed.

Critical or high identity risk

• If a user's identity risk (behavioral engine or app anomaly) is critical or high, and any level of geozone risk is
processed (high, medium, low), the critical or high identity (whichever is higher) risk actions and the default
high geozone risk actions are executed.

• If a user's identity risk (behavioral engine or app anomaly) is critical or  high, and the user is in a defined
geozone with a custom risk action, the custom risk action for the defined geozone is not executed. Custom
risk actions for defined geozones are executed only if identity risk  is medium or low or if the behavioral and
app anomaly risk engines are disabled.

• If a user's identity risk (behavioral engine or app anomaly) is critical or high, and a risk action is configured
for “Undefined geozone”, the risk action for the undefined geozone is not executed. The undefined geozone is
considered a custom risk action, so the same rules apply.

Medium or low identity risk

• If a user's identity risk (behavioral engine) is medium or low, and the user is in a defined geozone with a
custom risk action, the identity risk actions and the custom risk actions for the defined geozone are executed.
The custom risk actions of the same type take precedence.
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• If a user's identity risk (behavioral engine) is medium or low, and the user is in an “Undefined geozone” with
custom risk actions, the identity risk actions and the custom risk actions for the undefined geozone are
executed. The undefined geozone risk actions of the same type take precedence.

• If a user's identity risk (behavioral engine) is medium or low, and the user’s geozone risk (default configuration)
is high, the identity risk actions and the high geozone risk actions are executed. The high geozone risk actions
of the same type take precedence.

• If a user's identity risk (behavioral engine) is medium or low, and the user’s geozone risk (default configuration)
is medium or low, the identity risk actions and geozone risk actions are executed.

Assign a BlackBerry Persona policy to users and groups
To put a BlackBerry Persona policy into effect, you must assign it to user accounts or groups.

Before you begin: Create a BlackBerry Persona policy.

1. In the BlackBerry Persona Analytics Portal, on the menu bar, click Policies.
2. Click the BlackBerry Persona policy that you want to assign.
3. On the Applied users and groups tab, click .
4. Search for and select a UEM user account or group.
5. Repeat step 4 to assign the policy to additional users and groups.
6. Click Add.

If more than one Persona policy is assigned to a user account or group, the policy ranking determines which
policy is applied.

After you finish:

• Notify users that they will receive a prompt from BlackBerry Dynamics apps asking whether they want to
provide location data. Encourage users to allow BlackBerry Dynamics apps to provide this data. If a user does
not, Persona cannot factor the data into the user’s risk model.

• BlackBerry Dynamics app users can view information about their current security status in the BlackBerry
Dynamics Launcher. The user can view summary information about their current risk levels.

• In the settings of each BlackBerry Dynamics app, users can enable or disable Persona (by default, it is
enabled). If it is disabled, Persona cannot collect data and events from the app. Encourage users to enable this
setting so that BlackBerry Persona can build and use an accurate risk model.

• Create a BlackBerry Enterprise Identity authentication policy.
• Change the operating mode.

Create a BlackBerry Enterprise Identity authentication policy
BlackBerry Persona adds a new optional feature to BlackBerry Enterprise Identity authentication policies. You can
now incorporate a user’s behavioral and/or geozone risk level into the factors that determine the authentication
requirements for work apps and services. For example, you can configure the policy so that if a user’s geozone
risk level is high, the user must enter both a password and use BlackBerry 2FA to access work apps.

For more information about how to enable and manage BlackBerry Enterprise Identity, see the BlackBerry
Enterprise Identity docs.

Before you begin: If you want to use BlackBerry Enterprise Identity authentication profiles to enforce BlackBerry
2FA authentication, you must enable BlackBerry 2FA for users' devices. For more information, see Steps to
manage BlackBerry 2FA in BlackBerry UEM.
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1. In the UEM management console, on the menu bar, click Policies and profiles > BlackBerry Enterprise Identity.
2. Click Add a policy.
3. Type a name and description.
4. In the Minimum authentication level level drop-down list, click the desired authentication level. For more

information, see Managing authentication levels in the BlackBerry Enterprise Identity Administration content.
5. In the Risk scenarios table, click  .
6. Type a name and description for the risk scenario.
7. In the Minimum authentication level drop-down list, select the desired authentication level that is required

when the risk factors are met.
8. In the Risk factor combination drop-down list, select the desired option.
9. If you want UEM to consider a Persona risk level or a defined geozone to be a risk factor, select the lackBerry

Persona check box. Do any of the following:

• If you want a behavioral risk level to be a risk factor, in the Identity risk level drop-down list, click the
desired risk level.

• If you want a geozone risk level to be a risk factor, in the Geozone risk level drop-down list, click the desired
risk level.

• If you want a defined geozone to be a risk factor, in the Administrator-defined geozone drop-down list, click
the desired geozone. The geozone that you select will automatically set the Geozone risk level based on
the configuration of the defined geozone. 

10.Click Save.
11.If necessary, repeat steps 5 to 10 to add additional risk scenarios.
12.Click Save.

After you finish:

• Assign a BlackBerry Enterprise Identity authentication policy to a user group.
• Notify users that they will receive prompts asking whether they want to allow BlackBerry Enterprise Identity to

provide location data and whether BlackBerry Enterprise Identity can trust the browser. Encourage users to
accept both prompts. If a user does not, Persona cannot factor the data into the user’s risk model. Note that if
a user logs in to the BlackBerry Enterprise Identity service for the first time using Incognito mode, BlackBerry
Enterprise Identity cannot send location data. Location data will be sent in a subsequent login.

• Change the operating mode. 

Change the operating mode
BlackBerry Persona has two operating modes:

• Passive: A training mode where the Persona services monitor data and build a risk model for each user, but
the actions that are configured in Persona policies are not executed. The risk factors specified in a BlackBerry
Enterprise Identity authentication policy are not active.

• Active: The Persona services monitor data and build a risk data model for each user. The actions that are
configured in Persona policies are executed based on each user’s current risk levels. The risk factors specified
in a BlackBerry Enterprise Identity authentication policy are active. 

By default, BlackBerry Persona operates in passive mode. After you configure and assign policies to user
accounts, BlackBerry recommends using passive mode until regular user activity generates enough events to
build accurate risk models and learned geozones for each user.

See Guidelines for developing risk models for suggestions for developing accurate risk models and verifying
whether your environment is ready for active mode. 
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Before you begin:

• Assign a BlackBerry Persona policy to users and groups.
• Optional: Create a BlackBerry Enterprise Identity authentication policy and assign it to user groups. 

1. In the BlackBerry Persona Analytics Portal, on the menu bar, click Settings > General settings.
2. In the Operating mode drop-down list, click the desired operating mode.
3. Click Save.

Guidelines for developing risk models
After you assign a BlackBerry Persona policy to users, follow these guidelines to help the Persona services
develop accurate risk models for users:

• Instruct users to accept the prompts from BlackBerry Dynamics apps and BlackBerry Enterprise
Identity connected apps to send location data and, if applicable, to allow BlackBerry Enterprise Identity to trust
the browser.

• For the first 6 hours, encourage users to open and log in to a BlackBerry Dynamics app (for
example, BlackBerry Work) and a BlackBerry Enterprise Identity connected app at least 10 times each from the
same location.

• If the user has to be in multiple locations, request that they repeat the same activity from each location.
• After the initial 6-hour window, encourage users to open and log in to the same apps at least once per hour

during the work day for at least 2 days. This activity will generate a regular set of events and data upload
cycles. 

To determine whether your environment is ready to use active mode, log in to the BlackBerry Persona Analytics
Portal and view the Events page. If the Persona services are performing risk assessments, you will see risk scores
associated with the events. When you see this behavior consistently, you can enable active mode. The amount of
time required will vary based on the level of user activity and how frequently events are generated by users.
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View user and event statistics
Before you begin: In the UEM management console, in Settings > External integration > Cloud directory service,
verify that the status is Enabled.

1. Log in to the BlackBerry Persona Analytics Portal.
2. To modify the dashboard view, perform any of the following tasks:

•
Click   to modify the time frame for the information displayed in the dashboard.

• Click   to rearrange the dashboard components. 
3. To view user statistics, on the menu bar, click Users. Users will display if they have at least one event logged in

the specified time frame. You can search for specific user accounts, filter results by risk type and risk level,
and click a user account to view more details.

• Click   to export a .csv file with the displayed results.
•

When you view user details, click   to modify the time frame of the data.
• In the Map view, you can click the Show/Hide Map Types arrow in the bottom right of the map pane to

select the risk indicators that you want to view (behavioral, geozone, or both), as well as other map display
options.

• In the Map view, you can click a pin on the map or drag and drop the Pegman icon in the bottom-right
corner of the map pane to switch to the Google Maps street view. To exit the street view, click the back
arrow icon in the top left corner of the map pane.

4. To view event statistics, on the menu bar, click Events. You can search for specific events, filter results by risk
type and risk level, and click an event to view more details.

•
Click   to modify the time frame of the data.

• Click   to export a .csv file with the displayed results.
• In the Map view you can click the Show/Hide Map Types arrow in the bottom right of the map pane to

select the risk indicators that you want to view (behavioral, geozone, or both), as well as other map display
options.

• In the Map view you can click a pin on the map or drag and drop the Pegman icon in the bottom-right corner
of the map pane to switch to the Google Maps street view. To exit the street view, click the back arrow icon
in the top-left corner of the map pane.
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Developing apps that leverage BlackBerry Persona
Enterprise developers can use the SDKs provided by BlackBerry to create custom BlackBerry Dynamics apps
that can interact with the BlackBerry Persona services, and leverage Persona features such as continuous
authentication.

Previously, BlackBerry Persona functionality was included in the separate BlackBerry Analytics SDK. As of
the BlackBerry Dynamics SDK version 8.0, all BlackBerry Analytics and BlackBerry Persona functionality is now
built into the BlackBerry Dynamics SDK.

For more information about using the BlackBerry Dynamics SDK, see the BlackBerry Dynamics SDK Development
Guide for your OS platform.  
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